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Resonance processes occurring in collisions between atoms in a monochromatic ex
ternal field are considered. The transfer of excitation from atom to atom accompanied 
by the simultaneous absorption of quanta (radiative collisionsl} ,2J) is analyzed for the 
case when the quantum energy is sufficient for the photoionization of an excited atom 
(Fig. 2). Expressions are obtained for the radiative collision cross section in the follow
ing cases: a) the transfer of excitation from atom to atom; b) the transfer of excitation 
followed by the ionization of an atom. The efficiencies of these reactions are compared 
with the efficiency of the direct photoionization of an excited atom. Experimental re
sultS[7,81 are discussed in relation to these processes. 

1. Gudzenko and the present authorP] considered the 
transfer of excitation from atom to atom accompanied 
by the simultaneous absorption (emission) of a photon 
of energy close to the difference between the energies 
of transitions in these atoms during a collision. This 
reaction (Fig. 1), 

XCi) + Y(2) + liw = X(2) + y(i), w "" Wo, 

was called in [1,21 the radiative collision. 

We shall now explain briefly the nature of a radiative 
collision. As is known, the cross section for the trans
fer of energy from atom to atom in the case of large 
energy defects (i1wo ~ 1 eV) and thermal velocities 
(V"" 104_105 cm/sec) is usually (Le., in the absence of 
term crossing) exponentially small. The field of light 
of frequency w "" Wo seems to lift the energy forbidden-
ness. 

It is interesting to consider radiative collisions be
cause the related effects make it possible to: a) in
fluence selectively the kinetics of the processes oc
curring in a gas (or plasma); b) obtain experimental data 
on the characteristics of the interaction between atoms. 

The earlier assumption that Wo does not coincide with 
the frequencies of atomic transitions made it possible 
to consider only a two-level system. The situation be
comes more complex if the excitation energy of the state 
2 of an atom X is higher than the ionization energy of an 
atom Y (Fig. 2). In this case, apart from the radiative 
collision reaction (1), we must also consider the transi
tions corresponding to the ionization of the atom Y by 
the excitation of the atom X: 

X(2) + Y(l) -+ X(l) + Y+ -j- e 

and the photoionization of the excited atom Y(2) by a 
photon of frequency w: 

(II) 

Y(2) + I1w -+ X(i) + Y+ + e, Y+ + e = Y(\') (HI) 

(v represents the indices of states in a continuous 
spectrum). Clearly, we must now consider not only the 
two states of the quantum system comprising the atom 
X, the atom Y, and the electromagnetic field: 

1 ~ (X(2), Y(1), rio}, 2"" (XCi), Y(2), n" + l}, 

which have been discussed in the earlier communica
tions, but also the states in the continuous spectrum v 
of the atom Y 

\' "" (X(1), Y(\'), n,,}. 
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FIG. I. Atomic Terms. Reaction (I). 
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FIG. 2. Atomic terms. 
Reactions (I)-(III). 

We must also allow for the interference between the var
ious states, which will be discussed on the following 
basis. 

If the Hamiltonian fl = flo + V(t) corresponds to the 
system of equations 

ilidn = ~ V nn· exp{iw,,,,,tlan, + Iv". exp{iw".t}a. dv, (l,1a) 

ilia. ~ ~ v,."' cxp (iw",.tJa", (1.1b) 

for the amplitudes of the probabilities of the discrete 
{n} states resonating against the background of the con
tinuum {v}, we can simplify this system considerably. 
Integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (l,1b) with respect 
to time and substituting it into Eq. (l,1a), we simplify 
our expressions on the assumption that the distance to 
the nearest boundary of the continuum is short com
pared with the reciprocal of the perturbation variation 
time. In this way we obtain a system of equations for a 
discrete spectrum 

(l,2a) 

where 

W''''(I)=2Jt[~Vn.(t)V'"'(t)] . 
d~ \'-\'(\(F.) 
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In this case, the probability of a transition to the con
tinuous spectrum 

W=d(S la,12 dv ) / dt 

is given by 

(1,2b) 

The system (1.2) includes interference effects. Its 
solution withou.t allowance for the interference (i.e., the 
substitution an = 1, an' = 0, n' I n) results in consider
abl1 error (see, for example, the correction of the error 
in [3 reported by Fano himself;[~ an elegant allowance 
for the photoionization of atoms was also made by 
Kompaneets[sJ) . 

2. We shall assume that the motion of the nuclei is 
classical. In this case, V is the interaction operator of 
the atomic shells with one another and with the external 
electromagnetic field. It follows from Sec. 1 that a 
correct allowance for the transitions (I), (II), and (III) 
requires the solution of the following system of 
equations: 

ia, = (v, --~ WI) a, + (v-+ w) eiA·'a2, 

ia2= (V2-~ W, )a,+ (V -~ W· )e-".'~" 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

which describe the amplitudes of the states of the com
plex quantum system comprising the atom X, the atom 
Y, and the electromagnetic field. The following notation 
is used in these equations: 

V.=V .. lli, W,,=Wnnlli, W=WI2IIi, V=V"IIi, 1\00=000-00. 

The probability of a transition (per unit time) to one of 
the states in the continuum is 

iv = Wdad' + 2Re(We"·'a,·a2) + W,la,I'. (2.2) 

The expressions (2.1) and (2.2) are valid if 

(IE12XI- IE,Y!),!: I Ii > 1, (2.3) 

where T is the flight time. The first term in Eq. (2.2) 
represents the probability of the reaction (II) and the 
third the probability of the reaction (III); the second 
term represents the interference between these two 
reactions (transitions). 

As before ,[1] we shall select the perturbation operator 
in the form 

v(t)= R3~~) d('d{+(d/+dn~,(t). 

Here, d~ and dY are the vectors of the dipole moment 
1 J 

operators of the atoms X and Y; I'ij = l5ij - 3eiej; l5ij is 
the Kronecker delta; ei = Ri/R is a unit vector directed 
along the line joining the two nuclei; Ri is the vector 
representing the distance between the nuclei; S!i(t) is 
the electric field intensity. [The spatial indices, which 
are i and j in Eq. (2.1), always imply the usual sum
mation in tensor algebra]. The justification for re
garding the atomic interaction as of the dipole-dipole 
type at w "" Wo is given in [1]. We shall assume that the 
reactions in question are significant when the distance 
between the atoms is much less than the wavelength of 
the field c/21fw and we shall take the field intensity to be 

~,(t) = ~Oi cos Olt. 

In calculating the matrix elements we shall limit our
selves to the first nonvanishing term. Then, Vu V2 , and 
V become 
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(2.4a) 

(the values of the constant~ C1 , C2 , and B3 are given in 
[1]), whereas W1, W2, and W become 

where 

W,=C,'IR', W,=D2~02, W=C3D~0IR3, 

C3 = 11 2; ~~ 1,/2Id,xI1><1Id,Ylv>, 

1,/2n dv 
D=-:;: VlldE<vld,YI2>~oJ~0. 

(2.4b) 

(2.5) 

The quantities in Eq. (2.5) are calculated using the 
wave function of an electron in the field of the atomic 
core y+ ignoring the effects associated with the scatter
ing of this core by the atom X. This apprOXimation is 
permissible if the exchange interaction is unimportant. 
In fact, the wave function of an electron is distorted sig
nificantly only near the atom X. On the other hand, the 
assumption that the exchange interaction is negligible 
implies, in particular, that the wave functions of the 
states 1 and 2 are small near the atom X. Consequently, 
in this case, the scattering of an electron by the atom X 
does not alter significantly the quantities in Eq. (2.5). 

We shall now consider the deactivation of the atom 
Y, which is in the state 2 before the collision. There
fore, the initial conditions are 

a,(-oo) =1, a,(-oo) =0. (2.6) 

We shall ignore the probability of direct photoioniza
tion in flight and, therefore, we shall omit W2 from the 
right-hand side of Eq. (2.1b). We shall justify this later. 

The efficiency of the transfer of excitation and ion
ization in radiative collisions can be represented con
veniently by the cross sections of these processes: 

oe=2"5 dppla,(oo) I', (2.7a) 
o 

~ -
(J i = 2" S dp P J dt' {W, (t') la, (t') I' +2 Re[W(t') e'··'· a,' (t.')a, (t') Jl. 

o _00 (2. 7b) 

To avoid misunderstanding we must point out that the 
radiative collision cross sections introduced above differ 
considerably, in the physical sense, from the usual 
photoabsorption and photoionization cross sections of a 
quasimolecule formed by the colliding atoms. The usual 
photo-process cross sections are defined relative to 
the flux of incident photons whereas the radiative col
lision cross sections represent atomic collisions (in a 
specified external magnetic field). We shall assume that 
R = f p2 + v2e, where v is the relative velocity of the 
atoms and p is the impact parameter. 

We shall solve the system (2.1) for weak fields (see 
alsd)J). Interchanging the variables 

t 

a, (t) = b, (t) exp{ -i IJ V, (t') - T w, (t')ij dt'}. 

Q,(t)= b2 (t)exp [ -i_t V,(t')dt'], 

(2.8) 

we shall assume apprOXimately that b2 (t) = 1 and then we 
shall find a1 and ~. The substitution of a1 and ~ into 
Eq. (2.7) yields the following expression for the ex
citation cross section: 

= 2 ~, -'I'B 'C -'I. ( 1 + C"D') (dOlC,':' C")" (2 9 ) 
O'e 1t 0 V 3 12 4B/' X Vi" I en' . a . 

where C12 = C1 - C 2 

S~ dy I SOO dx { [ ( i ) f (x) ] }"I' x(a,~)=4 yo (1+X')'/. exp i ayx+ 2~±1 ---yo , 
o 0 
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x 3x 3 (2.10a) 
j(x)- 4(1+x')' + 8(1+x') +8arctgx, 

The ionization cross section of radiative collisions 
can be represented by 

2 C 2. C 2D2 I" 2. 

a i = 2n{tov-'I 'B,'C,; I. { C:, ( 1 + ~B.,) ~ ("':~." , ~:2 ) , 
C,D ( "'wC:~' C")} (2.9b) 

+-B X -'-I,-'-C ' 
3 V 12 

where 
~d ~ d • d 

( )-4S--.!Ls-x-1 S z ~ Ct, ~ - y' (1 + x')' (1 + Z')'I' 
o _crc IJ 

(2.10b) 

xexp{i[ CtYZ+( ~ ~±1) j~~) ]}I'. 
The plus sign in the arguments of the eXponential func
tions in Eq. (2.10) corresponds to C1 - C 2> 0 and the 
minus to C 1 - C 2 < O. 

The target parameters Po which make the greatest 
contribution to the cross section are those for which 
the modulus of the exponential functions in the ex
pressions for the amplitudes a1 and ~ is unity. This 
gives 

( 1 I i I) 'j, po"=' V Cu-Z-C" , (2.11) 

In the derivation of Eq. (2.9) the diagonal matrix 
elements (2.1) are included in full, whereas the non
diagonal matrix element is assumed to be small. Com
paring the quantities IV - (1/2)iWI and IV1 -V2 
+ (1/2)iwl for R ~ Po, we obtain the following weak-field 
condition: 

C 4 th C 2D2 1/4 

(to</ffer (1+-') (1+-'-,) , (2.12a) 
4C" B, 

where {tcr =V3/2C~~5/B3 (seeP)). We shall now obtain 
the condition for ignoring the probability of direct photo
ionization in flight. Comparing the coefficient which 
has been ignored, (1/2)iW2, with the smallest of those 
which has been included, V - (1/2)iW, we find that 

2B,' C,'D' 
{to < {ter - (1 + -) . 

C"D' 4B,' 
(2.12b) 

3. We shall consider first the case of weakly excited 
atoms X and Y and obtain some numerical estimates. 
Assuming that the atomic constants (in the system of 
atomic units e = m = i'I = 1) are quantities of the order 
of unity and that the atomic velocity is v ~ 104 cm/sec, 
we find that 

v ( v ) 'I, V iffer ~5 ,10'_ ~ 107 _ 

em 2· 10'cm/sec em' 

where the characteristic resonance width is r = C~~/5 
V6/5 ~ 10-3 eV., If 8f ~ 0.38cr , AW $ r, we obtain 
a e ~ ai ~ (80 /0'cr) V-2/5 ~ 10-15 cm2. 

We shall now compare the number of the Y(2) atoms 
which experience direct photo ionization per unit time, 

(3.1) 

with the corresponding loss of these atoms as a result 
of radiative collisions involving excitation 

(3.2a) 

and ionization 
(3.2b) 

Here, N~ is the population of the state i of an atom Z. 
1 

We shall consider the case Aw = O. The quantities in 
Eq. (3.2) are compared with Eq. (3.1) for 
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4n N,XRo,=_2_(~+~)' -'X-, (0 E-) 
3 31'n CuD' C" 'C,,' 

(3.3a) 

4n N,xRo' = _~ C12D' [( 1 + C,'D' ) 
3 3Yn B,' 4B, 

C,' 1;(0 c,z) + C,D (o C, )]-' x -c:; , ""C,; B, X \ 'r;:; (3.3b) 

Here, Ro = (C 12/Vr)1/5 is the Weisskopf radius and 
vT = v'2T/M is the thermal velocity of the colliding 
atoms. 

We have assumed so far that pair collisions pre
dominate. This is quite justified if the Weisskopf sphere 
surrounding the atom Y(2) contains no more than one 
particle: 

(3.4) 

where N is the total concentration of atoms. Thus, in 
pair collisions the left-hand sides of Eqs. (3.3a) and 
(3.3b) contain a small parameter whereas the right-hand 
sides are of the order of unity. Consequently, in this 
case, the radiative collision processes do not govern 
the population of the Y(2) state.1) We recall, however, 
that the transfer of excitation in radiative collisions re
sults in the population of the X(2) state whereas the 
photoionization process does not produce this state (at 
least not directly). From this point of view the reactions 
in question do not compete at all. 

We note that by measuring the contribution of the 
radiative collisions to the deactivation of the state Y(2) 
and to the photoabsorption at the frequency w "'" Wo we 
can obtain valuable information on the characteristics 
of quasimolecules. 

We shall now estimate the ratios of the constants on 
the right-hand side's for the case when the state 2 of the 
atom Y can be regarded as high-lying and hydrogen-like 
with a principal qualltum number n. Applying the K 
Kramers formulas ,(6J we find that 

D,=_1_( 2RY)' ~ao'e,_1_ 
nYS hwo n' Hy , 

The estimates of the other constants yield 

C" ~ (dY)nn'(dX) 11'1 IE"xl', 
B,'- (d"X)'(d'nY)'(dY ) nn' I (hwo)'. 

Assuming that (d~)2 ~ (d~)2 , (dY )~n ~ ~e2 /n3 , and 
(d Y)~n ~ a~e2 /n\ we find that 

C"D' I B,'- (hwo I I E"X I) " 
C,' I C" ~ n-', 

C DIB IE,,"I -'1 , ,---n', 
hwo 

Hence, we can see that in the case of highly excited 
states the cross section for the transfer of excitation 
in radiative collisions ae is much greater than the ion
ization cross section ai. 

We shall now estimate the condition for the departure 
from the pair collision case 

4n 
3N,"ao' (von'lv)'/. -1 

for a highly excited state n. If we assume that n ~ 10, 
v ~ 104 cm/sec, we find that the collisions are not of 
the pair type for N~ ~ 1019 cm-3 • Thus, even under 
normal conditions the collisions in highly excited states 
are not of the pair type. 

If the Weisskopf sphere contains, on the average, 
several particles, the situation becomes much more 
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complex. This is due to the fact that the broadening of 
terms is now of the many-body type and also because 
at distances (NXr 1 / 3 < Ro ~ 10-7 _10-6 cm the transfer of 
excitation froa: atom to atom is efficient and this reac
tion must be allowed for Simultaneously with those con
sidered above. Moreover, in this case, the exchange 
interaction is important. 

4. It is interesting to consider the experiments ([7} 
and, particularly,rlll) in which laser-radiation-induced 
breakdown in a' mixture of argon and neon was inves
tigated. The surprising result is that a small (~ 1%) 
admixture of neon, whose excitation potential is higher 
than that of argon, reduces strongly the threshold of 
breakdown caused by neodymium laser radiation. This 
effect does not occur if ruby laser radiation is em
ployedJ£I) 

A self-consistent explanation of this effect may be 
based on the following hypothesis. An argon atom (in 
our nomenclature, it is the Y atom) absorbs virtually 
(I EXI /1lw - 1) ~ 12 photons and an additional photon in 
the l~ourse of a radiative collision and the excitation is 
transferred to neon (atom X). This is followed by the 
Penning reaction. If under the experimental conditions 
in [7,ij the radiative collision reaction is more efficient 
than the direct photoionization, the former reaction re
duces the threshold field. The effect is not observed 
in the experiments with ruby laser radiation because the 
process is nonresonant for a ruby laser photon (the 
excitation energy of neon is not equal to an integral num
ber of photons). In the case of neon laser photons, the 
process can be regarded as resonant if allowance is 
made for the shift of the excited neon levels. 

Unfortunately, the quantitative results obtained above 
cannot be applied directly to the experimental conditions 
employed in F ,8J because the condition for pair collisions 
(3.4) and the weak-field condition (2.12) are both vio
lated. However, our interpretation is the only one that 
has been projJosed. No positive ideas have been put 
forward in [8T; in the explanation given in [71 (criticized 
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justly in [8)) the description of the formation of excited 
neon atoms is incorrect. 

The efficiency of the mechanism proposed in the 
present paper can be checked in the experiments with 
a tunable-frequency laser at lower pressures. The 
many-photon excitation of neon can be checked by carry
ing out experiments similar to those in [8] but using 
xenon instead of argon. 

The· author is grateful to L. 1. Gudzenko for valuable 
comments in the course of this investigation, and to 
V. 1. Kogan, O. B. Firsov, and V. S. Lisitsa for their 
valuable discussions of the results. 

l)We note that at the limit of the range of validity of our discussion [when 
the left-hand side of Eq. (3.4) becomes of the order of unity but the order 
of magnitude of the effect can still be estimated] the contribution of the 
radiative collision reactions to the deactivation of the state Y(2) is com
parable with the contribution of the photoionization reactions. 
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